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The Roots entered a new implementation phase in 
2020, so the February visits of project staff to YMCA 
Europe Prague Office and the headquarters of our 
major donor, - the Bread for the World in Berlin served 
as solid platforms to consolidate the action plan for 
what promise to be another 3 exciting years of 
accomplishments!
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PEACE WORK INSTITUTE
PREPARATION PROCESS

The first session being scheduled for September 2020 
and preparations well underway with Roots staff 
visiting and selecting potential venues in Berlin, the 
spread of Covid-19 ruled otherwise… 

But it will certainly happen, and hope to see some of 
you there in Berlin in April 2021!

If asked to best describe the Roots in “Elevator Speech”, 
the Peace Work Institute would probably be the choice 
of most that had been touched by it; so it is of no 
surprise that this successful scheme will be replicated 
during the new phase of the project - albeit a bit later 
than originally thought… 
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And the winners are…. YMCA Georgia and the 
European Union! Eurovision contest in cooperation 
with the Roots?! Not really… What we have here are 
the laureates of the inaugural year of Roots Local 
Capacities for Peace Award process.

Learn more
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https://rfr.ymcaeurope.com/peace-award-2020/
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14 Peace Work Institute Alumni from 8 countries 
teamed up in Zoom space on April 3rd, 2020 for what 
turned out to be a very positive and fruitful online 
Reunion.

Global Lockdown is no obstacle when there is a wish to 
check on and socialize with your friends - the Roots 
staff team made the call, people responded and 
technology did the rest. 

Learn more
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If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;   
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same...   

(Rudyard Kipling)

...If you can dream - and not make dreams your master;   

An online structured meditation process to be 
revisited when all of us get together for the Reunion 
after COVID-19.

An invitation to the Roots Peace Work Institute 
Alumni to use the time of lockdown for reflecting on 
their life goals and plans. LETTER TO MYSELF
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Learn more

ROOTS ONLINE 
PLATFORMS

These days of global lockdown our online platforms 
opened up treasures to share. The Roots for Peace 
webpage Blog section is frequently refreshed with and 
visited for the project participants’ testimonials.  At the 
end of the day, the Roots can only be as successful as 
what the people have to say of it…

https://rfr.ymcaeurope.com/category/blogs/
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Roots Media Support Group has been busy with 
sleeves rolled up in order to make the #stayathome 
an entertaining and creative experience for the 
Rooters and followers across the world. 

Regular online meetings (April 8th & 22nd) and 
initiatives in between yielded results to enjoy and 
follow up. Enjoy and follow up such as:
Ÿ ”Stay Art Connected”  action (see next page);
Ÿ YMCA Birthday Challenge Dance Campaign (still 

ongoing).

ROOTS 
MEDIA SUPPORT GROUP 

MEETINGS
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Play

We recorded a song that brought us together. Spend 
these several minutes with us, listen to the song and 
IMAGINE all the people living life in peace...

Rooters stay connected… through art ! Though we are 
far away from each other, we can still share precious 
moments. 

MEDIA SUPPORT GROUP
“STAY ART CONNECTED” 

INITIATIVE
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For the past month, the Roots has been an active 
digital platform granting the opportunity to teach and 
learn new things, plan for future activities, exchange 
the information, stay motivated and have fun. 

Sharing is caring, isn't it?! Especially when it comes to 
knowledge, skills and experience. 

Learn moreONLINE 
CONFERENCES 

& WEBINARS

https://youtu.be/FLTJ86DVEMc
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PROSPECTIVE MEMORY 
PROFEST

Participants from The Netherlands, Germany, France, Russia, 
Belarus, Georgia, Ukraine, Ireland, Scotland, Canada. 

But the preparation team stays engaged and coming up is an 
online webinar scheduled within the original implementation 
date & dedicated to the theme of the festival with involvement of 
the representatives of all project partner countries.

What was supposed to be the first major international activity in 
the framework of the new phase of Roots in May 2020, the ProFest 
had to be rescheduled for the next year due to COVID-19 
pandemic. 

YMCA CAMP LEUSDEN NETHERLANDS, MAY 2021
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BE A VOICE, NOT AN ECHO 
PROFEST

The Roots continues close partnership with the 
Council of Europe as the European Youth Center 
Budapest will yet again be the host our major 
international activity by late November this year.

“Be a voice, not an echo” is a study session 
designed to bring together young people from all 
corners of Europe and to learn about the ways and 
methods of effectively combating growing hate 
speech and propaganda on the continent.

EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTER BUDAPEST - NOV 30 - DEC 5, 2020
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Since the first humble steps taken way back in 2007, 
the Roots has been an ongoing learning experience for 
everyone engaged - on all levels.  

And now, in 2020 with global outreach and thousands 
of beneficiaries - the Roots wants to honor those that 
helped us grow and attain the heights we barely dared 
to dream of in the beginning.

Learn moreHONORING PEOPLE 
WE LEARNT FROM

https://rfr.ymcaeurope.com/category/blogs/
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t h4  implementation phase… 15,000 direct 
beneficiaries… 3 campsites built... 52 projects in 12 
countries with participants from all over Europe 
and beyond… This is Roots! But it’s not the moment 
to rest on laurels… There's a lot more to come from 
us, so stay tuned!




